More security for all of us

Get in touch with us

Countless rules, requirements and regulations
apply to the paragliding and hanggliding sport.
But despite the checks and inspections, there
are no clear, reliable data and facts that can be
evaluated for the safety of pilots, passengers
and students.

We are looking forward to your contact request.

In addition, the TIMMswisslogger combines
several security systems in one device, compact
and easy to use.
®

The TIMMswisslogger® offers a worldwide
uniform and new safety standard for aircraft in
light aviation.

My flight attendant

The TIMMswisslogger® is the first
intelligent data logger for aircraft and
sails in light aviation.

The TIMMswisslogger® changes this, the data
logger records precise key figures that contribute to the evaluation of the condition of the
aircraft and represent an important safety and
sales criterion.
In other words, it increases safety in aviation and
at the same time you benefit from important
information that you can use for your economic
success.

TIMMswisslogger®

We would be happy to take the time to present
the TIMMswisslogger® in detail and show you its
advantages.

For use in paragliding, hanggliding
and ballooning.
TIMMswisslogger® GmbH
Entwicklung- Vertrieb & Handel
von Flight-Recorder
Engineering & Producers by Swiss

Safety-relevant data completely recorded and can be quickly accessed via
app and web interface.

Schachen 2
CH-9411 Schachen b. Reute
Telefon: +41 76 216 08 85
Mail: info@timmswisslogger.com
Netz: www.timmswisslogger.com

It offers you valuable safety by
accompanying you on every flight and
documenting every use of your aircraft.
The TIMMswisslogger®, is your personal, almost invisible flight attendant.

My flight attendant

TIMMswisslogger®

your safety:

We give your «flying machine» a curriculum vitae.

• Safety messages from the manufacturer
• global anti-theft system
• including RECCO Safety System
• and much more besides

your benefits:
• records flight relevant data
• available via app and web interface
• safety-relevant evaluations
• UV exposure is stored
• safety-relevant evaluations

your standards:

• several Safety Systems combined

• can be used independent of manufacturer

• captures Ground-Handling

• fixed and tamper-proof installation

• transparent information for
seller and buyer

• increases the sales value of the aircraft
• ready-to-dispatch protocols
and evaluations

• and much more besides

The fascination of
”
Paragliding is what makes this unique
feeling of freedom, which has been
captivating me for over 25 years.
For me paragliding is the most beautiful
sport in the world. It is time that it is
also more transparent and safer.

”

Simple and fast evaluation via app and
web interface!

• guaranteed value retention
• without adverse effects on the aircraft
• Swiss quality standard
• and much more besides

My flight attendant

GERHARD ZÖHRER
Inventor TIMMswisslogger®

